Gill St. Bernard's Summer Reading Requirements

Entering 5th grade:

- Read the required book *Hatchet* by Gary Paulsen or *Island of the Blue Dolphins* by Scott O'Dell and take the corresponding Accelerated Reader "Reading Practice" quiz for the novel.
- Read a minimum of two additional novels and take the corresponding Accelerated Reader "Reading Practice" quiz for each novel. See the reading list included for suggested books.

Entering 6th grade:

- Read the required book *Wonder* by R.J. Palacio and take the corresponding Accelerated Reader "Reading Practice" quiz for the novel.
- Read a minimum of ten non-fiction articles from the Accelerated Reader website and take the corresponding quiz at the end of each article.
- Read a minimum of one additional novel and take the corresponding Accelerated Reader "Reading Practice" quiz for the novel. See the reading list included for suggested books.

Entering 7th grade:

- Read the required book *Farewell from Manzanar* by Jeanne Wakatsuki and take the corresponding Accelerated Reader "Reading Practice" quiz for the novel.
- Read a minimum of fifteen non-fiction articles from the Accelerated Reader website and take the corresponding quiz at the end of each article.
- Read a minimum of one additional novel and take the corresponding Accelerated Reader "Reading Practice" quiz for the novel. See the reading list included for suggested books.

Entering 8th grade:

- Read the required book *The Alchemist* by Paulo Coelho and take the corresponding Accelerated Reader "Reading Practice" quiz for the novel.
- Read a minimum of two additional novels and take the corresponding Accelerated Reader "Reading Practice" quiz for each novel. See the reading list included for suggested books.